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Key Concepts and Abbreviations 
 
 
 
Actor An Unreal Engine 4 object class. 

Analog stick A thumbstick on a game console controller used for 

two-dimensional input. A typical controller has two of 

these. 

Blueprint Unreal Engine 4’s object-oriented visual scripting 

system. 

Character controller Class which processes the input from the player and 

data from the game world onto the player 

character/avatar. 

Class A template from which new objects are created, 

containing code that defines its behavior. Usually also 

referred as a parent class. 

Child Derived from a parent class that inherits its 

functionality, code, and can be extended upon. 

Indie Developer An independent game developer or a small game 

company. 

Material Combination of textures telling the game engine what 

a surface it is applied to should look like. Defining 

features such as the color and roughness. 

Material Instance An inexpensive way of varying the appearance of a 

material during gameplay via parameters, without 

having to load or create a new material. 

Mesh A collection of vertices in 3D space that form polygons 

to create a shape. 

Platform A gaming device, such as a computer, console, mobile 

or a tablet. Can be used to refer to an operating system 

as well, such as Windows, OS X, Linux, Android or 

iOS. 

Skeletal Mesh 3D model that contains bones that can be moved via 

animation. Vertices assigned to a bone move with it. 

Texture An image used by the game engine for various tasks. 
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Triple-A Game A large-scale blockbuster game with a larger budget. 

Widget Widgets are Blueprints in Unreal Engine 4 that are 

used to create and animate visual user interface 

elements. 

 
1 Intro 
 
 
This thesis covers the development process of an inventory system for a 

Finnish game studio From Ashes Ltd according to specifications provided by 

them. The technical aspect of the inventory was developed using Blueprint 

visual scripting system in Unreal Engine 4. During the development progress, I 

closely collaborated with the game designer and 2D concept artist who provided 

me with graphical elements and feedback on the visuals. As the company did 

not have a dedicated programmer on the team, they requested specifically that 

the inventory would be built using Blueprints, so that it could be used, modified 

and maintained later by employees with basic knowledge of the Blueprint 

system.  

 

One of my goals, before I started my thesis, was to also be able to sell the end 

product on the Unreal Engine 4 Marketplace as a component to other game 

developers, to provide them with an inventory system, which would be easy to 

implement and to use. However, with my role as also a gameplay programmer 

at From Ashes Ltd, I quickly realized that the gameplay features being 

implemented (which are outside of the scope of this thesis) into the game were 

too deeply integrated into the inventory system. This prevented the inventory 

module from being packaged into an easy to use product within the time 

budget. Thus, the Marketplace aspect was entirely discarded, and focus aimed 

purely on what From Ashes Ltd needed. As I joined the company in the early 

stages of development of their game, I had to build some of the inventory 

functionality around pre-existing systems due to time constraints set by From 

Ashes that were out of my control. 
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2 Defining a game inventory 
 
 
Inventories in games can be thought as being specialized menus that contain 

various gameplay objects, that the players have collected over their adventures 

and can be used in some way or another, in order to invoke gameplay actions 

and/or further progress the game. Some games rely on the functionality of its 

inventory and item management so much that one could think the game was 

designed around it and not the other way around. A badly implemented 

inventory system can turn the video game into a logistical horror and ruin the 

experience for the player, whereas a well implemented inventory might just as 

well go completely unnoticed and taken as granted. As the latter might sound 

like it would be the better option and a goal to aim for, some games rely heavily 

on the clunky inventory management to enhance the atmosphere and 

intentionally keep the player at unease. Resident Evil -game series is a great 

example of this phenomenon. 

 

In certain games where the inventory space is limited, it forces players to 

evaluate and choose items on their potential usefulness and puts them in a 

position to reconsider their approach in different gameplay encounters. 

(Improbable, 2018.) For example, in many first-person shooter games, such as 

Halo 2 and DayZ, there is a limit to how many guns the player can carry; a long-

range sniper rifle would be a better choice compared to a shotgun, if you prefer 

to complete your mission from afar, or vice versa if the player is heading 

indoors. In other words, inventories can be used as a very powerful game 

design tool to help game developers reach their goals.  

 

 

3 Things to consider when designing an inventory 
 
 

The decision to develop a game for a certain platform should not come as an 

afterthought for many reasons, but in this chapter, I approached this from the 

direction of accessibility and input. There are groups of players that have color 

blindness or suffer from a more severe type of physical disability, such as 
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missing a limb that limits their ability to play the game in some form or another. 

When designing an inventory, it is good to consider the fact that players might 

need or want to reconfigure the buttons for different actions and not hardcode 

everything to pre-determined buttons. Whereas games on PC’s are typically 

played with a keyboard and mouse, some players might prefer plugging in and 

using a console controller instead. 

 

 As the inventory was being developed, a request came from the game designer 

to also implement support for console controllers. However, this resulted in 

some wasted work hours in redoing a large part of the work regarding input 

systems due to only focusing on keyboard and mouse configurations 

beforehand. 

 

 

3.1 Input Devices 
 

Depending on the type of inventory being developed, it is very likely that it 

needs to be navigated by the player in some way or another. For this example, 

let’s imagine the game in question is developed for a modern console with its 

standard controller considered as its intended default input device. A controller’s 

analog stick has two axes of movement, X and Y. Each of these axis’s in Unreal 

Engine 4 work within the range of 1 to -1, where the neutral center is 0. (Audy, 

2014.) Moving the analog stick along one axis to its maximum extent on one 

side gives us the value of 1 and moving it to the opposite side gives us the 

value of -1. The analog stick allows the player to make very fine and precise 

movements, whereas pressing a key on a keyboard or a mouse is purely binary; 

either a key is pressed or its not. In Unreal Engine 4 these two input schemes 

are separated into two groups; Action Mappings and Axis Mappings. Now, if the 

inventory navigation is hardcoded to only work with Action Mapping scheme, it’s 

not as easy as just plugging in an axis value from the controllers’ analog stick to 

function as a button press. Programming the inventory navigation to be 

triggered via Action Mappings is quite straight forward in Unreal Engine 4, but it 

can get slightly more challenging when support for controller input needs to be 

added. Because a keyboard key press is registered only when the key is 
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pressed, we can navigate the inventory in our desired direction as we press the 

key. The game can receive and register the axis value changes several times 

per second from the controller, thus also triggering the inventory navigation 

event each time. (Audy, 2014.) Such occurrence can make the navigation of our 

inventory impossible and infuriating.  

 

Analog sticks are highly sensitive when it comes to input. Even the slightest 

touch will be registered and noise in the axis readings can be present even on a 

brand new out of the box controller and even more noticeable on an older worn 

out controller. If the analog sticks are configured to control the game in some 

way or another, a so-called dead zone needs to be defined for the controllers’ 

analog sticks. A dead zone is a value the analog sticks axes need to exceed to 

be registered as a valid input from the player. Without a dead zone, even the 

slightest of value changes in any of the analog axis is registered as input and is 

treated as such by the game, regardless if the value was 0.05 or 0.5. Some 

players may want the option to change their analog sticks dead zone within the 

game settings to better suit them, either due to purely personal preference, 

differences in hardware or perhaps due to a physical disability that limits their 

finger dexterity. 

 

3.2 Color Blindness 
 

In many Role-Playing games, such as Diablo 3 and World Of Warcraft, where 

the player can be expected to collect items and upgrade their character with 

better gear, it’s almost a standard to see the different gear quality to be color 

coded in some way or another. Typically, common gear is plainly colored as 

white, gray or green and rarer gear presented with more vibrant colors, such as 

blue, purple or orange. A color-blind person may have problems differentiating 

between some colors, thus unnecessarily complicating their gameplay 

experience. A solution to this would be giving the player an option to change the 

color coding of item rarity manually within the game settings, adding additional 

text or other visual elements which indicate the rarity instead. 
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Figure 1. The settings menu in Destiny 2 allows toggling between different 
colorblind modes. 
 
Several multiplayer online games also rely on color to tell the player which team 

another player is on, such as Unreal Tournament, Quake, Warcraft 3 and the 

Halo -series just to name a few. Typically, these games have pitted the red 

team versus the blue team and differentiating between these two colors can be 

challenging for those who have color blindness. This type of color vision 

deficiency in particular is called deuteranopia. (Game Accessibility Guidelines, 

2019.) 

 

 

4 Examples of game inventories 
 
 
Obviously, there are too many variations of game inventories developed over 

the years to cover, so lets explore some of the most iconic and familiar 

inventory solutions in modern video games. A few of the games in question may 

share similar mechanics between one another, but the goals they are used to 

achieve are different from game to game when it comes to game design. 

Several of these games are what From Ashes Ltd used as inspiration and 
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referenced when designing the inventory for their upcoming title, which I was 

responsible for developing in Unreal Engine 4. 

 

 
4.1 Resident Evil -Series 
 
The first game in the Resident Evil -series of horror puzzle games was released 

back in 1996 on Sony Playstation home video game console, in which the 

control scheme was intendedly clumsy to induce stress and feelings of 

claustrophobia in the narrow hallways filled with dangers. Toggling the inventory 

paused the game and allowed the players to calm themselves as they had a 

brief moment to re-evaluate their situation and use the various items in their 

inventory, equipping different weapons and reloading them to better suit their 

current needs. From the inventory, the player could also see their health status, 

access their map and take their time planning for an escape from a challenging 

situation. (Tank Controls In Horror Games Are Good, Actually, 2019.) 

 

In the first game of the series, the inventory size was limited to only eight slots, 

meaning the player could only carry a said number of unique items on them at a 

time. Some items did stack, such as weapon ammunition, allowing the player to 

carry dozens of bullets with them which only took up one inventory slot. 

However, healing herbs took up a slot of their own each, limiting the amount of 

health the player could recover and forced them to choose between offensive, 

healing and puzzle items. Even saving the game required the player to carry a 

special and scarce one-time use item on them, called the ‘Ink Ribbon’, which 

could be used at a typewriter.  

From time to time, the player also comes across storage boxes, which are 

scattered around the game and allows them to stash away unneeded items 

from their limited inventory for later use. All of these storage boxes are linked 

together, so if the player stores an item into storage box A, it could also be 

accessed via storage box B at a different location. 

 

Later on, in the series (Resident Evil 2, 2019 remake), the player also started 

with a measly eight slot inventory but could expand it upon finding various 

pouches scattered around the world as the game progressed. Each of these 
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pouches expanded the inventory by two, up to twenty slots in total. Some larger 

items, such as the shotgun and machine gun no longer took up one slot in the 

inventory, but instead two. This also helped the player to better visually 

differentiate between various items by just glancing at them, since larger objects 

weren’t packed into single tiny slots anymore. Resident Evil 7: Biohazard 

(released in 2017) was the first game in the series that was playable in the first 

person, whereas previous iterations utilized fixed camera locations in each 

room or purely in the third person. Regardless of the camera perspective, 

Biohazard kept the iconic grid-based inventory from previous iterations of the 

series, instead of going with more of a standardized first-person approach. 

 

 
Figure 2. Inventory of Resident Evil 2, with 10 slots. Handgun Ammo selected. 

 

As the player wanders through the postapocalyptic world of Resident Evil, they 

come across various puzzle items that need to be interacted with to progress 

the game forward. Some of such items can be accessed via the inventory and 

then inspected more closely. This inspection action lets the player rotate the 

object in 3D space and examine it more closely, providing the possibility of 

finding points of interest that give the player more clues or reveal additional 

puzzle items. As the player interacts with the newly discovered point of interest, 

the game reacts with an indicator, such as an animation or a sound effect. An 

example of this could be a picture frame that the player has picked up; rotating 

it to expose the backside of it to remove a piece of tape, revealing a hidden key 

that the player needs to complete a puzzle within the game world. This 
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examination mechanic can be used as a powerful storytelling aid within the 

inventory or as a game design tool to guide the player in the right direction. 

From Ashes Ltd wanted to implement the item examination mechanic into their 

game as well, due to the fact that it could be used as a non-verbal storytelling 

tool and provide more complex interaction with the world around the player. 

 

Items from the inventory in Resident Evil 2 Remake can be assigned to the four 

quick switch slots, which as the name suggests, allows the player to quickly 

switch to the objects assigned to each corresponding slot, without having to 

access it via the inventory each time. 

 

 

 

4.2 Halo 2 (2004) 
 

Typically, when gamers think about the first-person shooter genre, they might 

think of a protagonist equipped with an extensive arsenal of weapons to pick 

from at will. A common standard amongst these types of games is the ability to 

switch to a weapon directly via pressing a corresponding button on the input 

device (such as a keyboard or a controller) instead of navigating a typical 

inventory menu like in other game genres. Halo 2 was one of the first and iconic 

major triple-A games to differentiate itself from the rest in this regard. The player 

controlled a super soldier named Master Chief who could only carry two 

grenade types and two weapons, one of which held in reserve. Some smaller 

weapons could be equipped in the protagonists left hand as a third weapon, 

removing the ability to use grenades while Master Chief’s hands were both 

occupied and also slowing the reloading speed of both weapons. Disregarding a 

weapon equipped in such a manner would allow grenades to be used again and 

returned the reload speed back to normal. 

 

As there were weapons in both hands, the weapon indicator for the left weapon 

replaced the grenade indicator with a standard ammunition indicator that also 

displayed the current ammunition count in reserve and currently loaded in the 

weapon. Each of these weapons could be fired separately. 
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Figure 3. In-Game screenshot from Halo 2, where the player is holding a 

weapon. 

 

This dual hand item equip mechanic was something From Ashes Ltd wished 

also to implement. Instead of the player holding weapons, they hoped to let the 

player hold other various in-game objects, such as a source of light or a puzzle 

item. 

 

 

4.3 Tomb Raider 2 (1997) 
 

Personally, I am a firm believer in the KISS design principle; keep it simple, 

stupid. The product has to be easy to explain, to understand and to use. 

(Interaction Design Foundation, 2019.) The inventory of Tomb Raider 2 is a 

prime example of the said principle in action, in my opinion. The game inventory 

is extremely self-explanatory by concept, visually clear and in addition to that, 

easy to use. Upon entering the inventory, the player is presented with all of its 

content spread around in a circle, which can be either spun around left or right. 

As the player navigates onto an item of their choosing, they have simply two 

options, either to use the item in question or to close and exit the inventory. 

Some items display a numerical value next to it, indicating how many they are 

carrying. Such items are ammunition in weapons and medical supplies. 
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When the player walks up to an item in the game world, they can pick it up. This 

item is then displayed at the bottom right corner of the screen, informing the 

player of what was just picked up. This removes the need for them to have to 

visit the inventory every single time an item is picked up to see what it was. The 

game designer at From Ashes Ltd was very keen on taking advantage of this 

mechanic and hoped to implement something like it into their project, with a few 

changes and ideas of their own. 

 

 
Figure 4. Inventory of Tomb Raider 2 containing multiple items. 
 

 

 

 

 

5 Starting Inventory Development 
 
 
Before work on the inventory could be started, a discussion with the game 

designer at From Ashes Ltd (the company that commissioned this thesis) 
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needed to be had regarding his vision, requirements and mechanics of the 

inventory for their game they’re working on. The game in question is a first-

person puzzle thriller that heavily relies on guiding the player via environmental 

and non-verbal storytelling in a psychedelic dream world (codenamed 

‘Redemption’). The game requires the player to focus on the environment and 

on the subtle hints it provides. Thus, the primary goal of the inventory was to 

keep it as simple as possible and easy to learn so that the player could focus on 

the puzzles instead of a clunky inventory that is hard to understand and 

navigate.  

 

I joined the project early on in the prototyping phase and had the privilege of 

providing my own ideas and feedback before development of the inventory 

system started. Before my arrival at the company, the game designer had 

implemented a primitive placeholder inventory that simply allowed the player to 

carry and swap between items. This placeholder inventory however needed to 

be scrapped and replaced with a new, more flexible system, since the game 

designer had no previous programming experience and the temporary inventory 

system wasn’t robust enough to be worthy of any further development. The 

team sat down together to discuss the story of the game and to plan various 

gameplay mechanics, puzzles and what actions the player should be able to 

perform via the inventory.  

 

5.1 Inventory Layout and Navigation 
 
As the game designer and the concept artist hoped for an extremely easily 

navigable and simplistic visual design, I brought up a few of my personal 

favorite inventory designs in games based on the team’s wishes. These games 

in question were Tomb Raider 2 and Silent Hill 2, both of which had a 

horizontally laid out design. (Figure 4 and 5.)  The team really liked the 

inventories in the games I presented and decided to use them as inspiration for 

the design of ours. 

 

The player was expected to navigate the inventory using the same input keys 

as moving the character. Left and right on the input device would navigate the 

inventory sideways. Whereas pressing forward would attempt to use, combine 
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or equip the item depending on its unique properties set by the game designer. 

Pressing backwards on the input device would enter the item examination 

mode. 

 

 
Figure 5. Inventory of Silent Hill 2 with items laid out horizontally and first-aid kit 

selected. 

 

The game designer also wanted each unique item to provide the player with a 

short description. These descriptions could then be used to help tell the games 

story and provide subtle hints on what to do with each item. 

 

 

5.2 Item Examination 
 
One of the primary obligatory features that was expected out of the inventory 

was the ability to examine and study certain key items more closely. Doing so 

the player could gain deeper understanding of the games story and collect clues 

on how to solve the puzzles. The team at From Ashes Ltd used the examination 

mechanic of Resident Evil 2 (2019 remake) as their main inspiration when 

deciding how the various puzzle items and clues should be presented to the 

player within the inventory.  
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Figure 6. The item examination view in Resident Evil 2 prompting the player to 

interact with the latch of a storage box by pressing ‘A’. 

 

When the player enters the item examination view from the inventory, they are 

provided with a close-up view of the item in question and a short description. 

This item then can be freely rotated on the screen in any direction the player 

chooses to. When the item is oriented in such a manner that a point of interest 

(POI) is in view of the player, an indicator will appear at the location of said 

point, prompting the player to interact with it by pressing a button on their input 

device. Doing so will then trigger an event within the examined item. For 

example, the latch on an examined storage box will pop open and provide the 

player with a new item. For convenience' sake, the storage box will 

automatically disappear from the player’s inventory if it no longer serves any 

further purpose, thus also decluttering the inventory in the process. 

 

5.3 Item Puzzles 
 
In addition to triggering a simple event on an examined item, the inventory 

system also needed the possibility of solving actual puzzles after a point of 

interest was discovered by the player upon examination. Mainly the game 

designer desired a system to let the player interact with the point of interest in a 

more complex manner than just a singular button press. Such a puzzle could be 

as simplistic as a three-number combination lock that the player could interact 
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with. Upon entry of a correct numeric combination, the lock would open and 

trigger a corresponding event, such as providing the player with another new 

item. 

 

5.4 Item Combination 
 
Another action that the player was expected to perform frequently in the 

inventory was combining things. The act of combining item A and item B would 

have various consequences, such as removal of both and giving the player an 

item C instead. An example of such items could be a flashlight and batteries; 

the player needs to combine these two items for the flashlight to be powered on 

and to be used by the player. Item combination action happens by selecting an 

item from the inventory and then navigating to another item to combine it with. 

This mechanic was heavily inspired by the Silent Hill and Resident Evil game 

franchises. 

 

5.5 Using and Equipping Items 
 
All of the items contained in the inventory had to have context sensitive verbs 

assigned to them, regarding which action was expected to be performed with 

them. These so-called context sensitive verbs were assigned by the game 

designer, depending on how he wanted the items to be used for puzzle solving 

within the game. This meant that items had specialized verbs assigned to them, 

to better help the player understand how to use certain items. Only a handful of 

items could be equipped by the player, some items combined, and most items 

used in some manner within the inventory to interact with objects out in the 

game world.  

 

Items that have the context sensitive verb ‘Use’ assigned to them, would mean 

that such items could be used by the player directly from the inventory to 

perform an action in the game world if they were close to a valid puzzle object. 

If attempted to be used in the proximity of a non-valid puzzle object, nothing 

would happen. For example, if the player would walk up to a locked door and 

use a correct key within the inventory, they could perform an action to unlock 

the door and progress forward in the game. 
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One requirement was that the player had to have the ability to equip an eligible 

item from the inventory to be held in their hands. Such item could be a light 

source that the player has to carry around to be able to navigate more dimly lit 

areas. These equippable items would then have to appear in the first-person 

view of the player, depending on which hand the player wants to hold them in. 

In this view the items had new interaction options available. In this case, the 

light source could be turned on and off to preserve resources when not needed. 

 

5.6 Preparing the input keys 
 
 
Among the first things the game designer informed me about was the 

requirement for controller support in addition to keyboard and mouse on the PC. 

Luckily, Unreal Engine 4 has an amazing toolset to let the game developers 

create various input key mappings for a vast range of input devices, ranging 

from a standard keyboard to even the most complex virtual reality controllers. 

These key bindings are divided into two categories; Action Mappings and Axis 

Mappings. The above-mentioned bindings can be configured within the Unreal 

Engine 4 editor by accessing the ‘Input’ submenu from the ‘Project Settings’.  

 

The following bindings were set: 

Action Mapping Name Action Mapping Input 
Jump Space Bar 

Gamepad Face Button Bottom 

Action E 

Gamepad Face Button Left 

Run Left Shift 

Gamepad Left Thumbstick Button 

Crouch Left Ctrl 

Gamepad Face Button Right 

Pause Escape 

Gamepad Special Right 

ToggleInventory Tab 
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Gamepad Special Left 

Cancel B 

Gamepad Face Button Right 

ResetInspectOrientation Middle Mouse Button 

Gamepad Right Thumbstick Button 

ToggleLight F 

Gamepad Left Shoulder 

 

Axis Mapping Name Axis Mapping Input 
MoveForward  W, S 

Gamepad Left. Thumbstick Y-Axis 

MoveRight A, D 

Gamepad Left Thumbstick X-Axis 

LookUpRate Gamepad Right Thumbstick Y-Axis 

LookUp Mouse Y 

TurnRate Gamepad Right Thumbstick X-Axis 

Turn Mouse X 

 

These mappings mean that when an input is registered from the players input 

device, an event in the game code gets fired with the corresponding Mappings 

name. (Audy, 2014.) For example, if Space Bar or Gamepad Special Right is 

pressed, an event called Jump gets fired and the player would perform a jump 

according to the games programming. By utilizing the binding system in Unreal 

Engine 4 and not hardcoding the input keys, we can later on let the player 

reconfigure their input keys according to their own personal preferences within 

the game. 

 

The main difference between TurnRate and Turn (as well as LookUpRate and 

LookUp) is that the game controllers’ analog axes return a different value to the 

game engine as a mouse does. For instance, if a mouse is moved left, the 

returned value is the amount it was moved since the last frame.  The value of 

the mouse input can be far greater than the controllers’ analog axes. Keeping 

these values separated also gives the option to let the player decide the 

sensitivity for both the mouse and controller separately. 
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5.6.1 Action Mappings 
 

Action mappings are ideal for events that need to be registered as one-time 

events, such as singular button presses in the inventory or to make the player 

jump, for example by pressing the spacebar on the keyboard. The buttons are 

registered either pressed or released. (Audy, 2014.) 

 

5.6.2 Axis Mappings 
 

Axis mappings can be registered from a range of 1.0 to -1.0 and these events 

are triggered continuously, and the received value from the input device is 

forwarded to the game for further processing. An example use case for an axis 

mapping could be moving a game character forward when the controllers 

thumbstick is pushed forward. In such a case the thumbsticks input value 

changes from 0 to 1.0 and tells the rest of the game code to move the character 

forward for as long as the received value is higher than the neutral position of 

the thumbstick (zero). If the thumbstick in question is only pushed forward 

halfway, it would return a value of 0.5 and result in the character only moving at 

half speed. (Audy, 2014.) 

 

 
6 Inventory System Structure 
 
The inventory system was created in Unreal Engine 4, using its native 

Blueprints visual scripting system. The decision to develop the system with 

Blueprints was made by From Ashes Ltd, as the inventory system was being 

used by a game development team consisting mostly of artists with no prior 

programming experience. 

 
 
 
 
6.1 Model Viewer 
 
The primary blueprint responsible for arranging and managing items in the 

inventory is BP_ModelViewer. Its main functions are rendering the inventory 
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items, lighting, horizontal inventory navigation and managing item layout. It’s 

also responsible for handling player input in general to perform various 

gameplay actions, such as examination, equipping, pickup, selection, usage 

and combination.  

 

 
Figure 7. BP_ModelViewer. This view of the blueprint is not visible in game, 

only within the Unreal Engne 4 blueprint scripting editor. 

 

Contents of the inventory will be spread evenly along the white spline, which in 

order is being rotated around the blue up axis according to players input. Red 

rectangle functions as a trigger. As an item on the spline touches the red 

selection trigger, the game then considers it selected by the player. (Figure 7.)  

 

Model viewer also contains a SceneCaptureComponent2D component, which 

acts as a camera within the blueprint to render the 3D items contained by the 

inventory to a 2D texture. (Unreal Engine 4 Documentation, 2020.) This texture 

is then used in the inventory user interface widget blueprint (WBP_Inventory). 

Since the gameplay designer of the project requested the inventory not to be 

floating in front of the player in the actual game environment, I opted to display 
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everything in 2D format rendered to the players screen. The texture of the 

inventory contents rendered by the SceneCaptureComponent2D needs to have 

a transparent background to suit our needs. Thus, the BP_ModelViewer needs 

to be placed outside of the playable game area and sky sphere. However, if it is 

placed within the sky, the background of the rendered 2D inventory texture will 

instead be lit by the environment and have a sky sphere as it’s background. Sky 

sphere in Unreal Engine 4 is an object that surrounds the game world and its 

task is to mimic a sky, which should not be seen in the inventory.  

 

When an item is picked up by the player, the BP_ModelViewer component 

handles the whole process of presenting the newly picked up item in question 

by displaying its model, name and description on the screen. It then waits for 

player input before dismissing the pickup screen and storing the item in the 

inventory. However, if said item already exists in the inventory, the pickup 

window will not be shown. Presenting the same item repeatedly upon multiple 

pickups will get tedious and the game expects the player to already be familiar 

with it, if they have come across such an item before. 

 

 
Figure 8. Displaying the picked-up item before storing it in the inventory. 
 

The logic needed for combining items together was also housed in 

BP_ModelViewer. When the player had an item selected within the inventory 
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which had been configured to allow combination with another item, it could be 

marked by the player. The player then needs to navigate to another valid item in 

the inventory and interact with it for the combination to happen. The combined 

items then get removed from the inventory and a new item is appended. For the 

model viewer to know which item to add into the inventory after a successful 

combination, the item needs to be assigned to the CombinationResult variable 

on the combinable items. 

 

6.2 Inventory Widget 
 
 

  
Figure 9. Layout of widget blueprint WBP_Inventory.  

 

The green rectangle representing the area in which inventory content gets 

displayed and blue rectangle contains the name and description of each unique 

item. Arrows visually indicate different actions the player can make. (Figure 8.) 

The inventory widget blueprint gets information regarding the selected item from 

BP_ModelViewer. This information includes the name and description of the 

item, if the item can be examined or not and as well as the context sensitive 

verb assigned to it. If the selected item cannot be examined, the arrow indicator 

pointing downwards with the eye icon will not be displayed, informing the player 

that that action isn’t available. The context sensitive verb assigned to each item 
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will be displayed just underneath the upwards pointing arrow containing the 

gear icon. 

 

Upon receiving input from the player, the widget blueprint will provide visual and 

audible feedback by playing a snappy animation. When the inventory is idle, 

both the upper and bottom interaction icons will randomly play an animation; 

this makes the inventory feel less static. These animations were created by 

utilizing the widget blueprint editor’s animation timeline within Unreal Engine 4. 

(Unreal Engine 4 Documentation, 2020.) 

 

 
Figure 10. Widget blueprint animation timeline. Eye icon blink achieved by 

scaling. 

 
 
6.3 Item Parent Class 
 
The parent class for items is called BP_Item and contains all of the functionality 

and features that most items need. Every item that is being stored and 

managed by the inventory is a child blueprint of BP_Item. A new item can be 

simply created by right clicking the BP_Item from the Unreal Engine 4 Content 

Browser and selecting ‘Create Child Blueprint Class’. The ability to create new 

items without a programmer’s help makes it easy for the game designer to 

quickly try out new ideas and prototype various puzzles on their own. Making 

the whole process of creating new items as straight forward and easy as 

possible was one of my primary goals. 

 

The following attributes were exposed directly in the editor for easy editing for 

each item by default: 
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Nr. Value Description / Explanation 

1 Item Name The displayed name of the item in-game. 

2 Item Description The description displayed under the item name in the 

inventory, providing the player with additional 

information. 

3 Item Context The context sensitive verb to be displayed in the 

inventory, such as ‘Use’, ‘Equip’ or ‘Combine’. 

4 Allow Inspection A boolean value determining if the item can be 

examined by the player within the inventory. 

5 Stackable Determines if multiple copies of the same item type 

can be displayed as a numeric value next to its’ name, 

instead of having several copies filling the inventory, 

such as matches. 

6 Allow Pickup Determines if the player can pick the item up from the 

game world and store it in their inventory. 

7 Puzzle 

Component 

Determines which BP_PuzzleComponent blueprint 

child class the item should use in the examination 

view. 

8 Contained Items Determines which item (BP_Item) to give the player 

upon solving the puzzle component in the 

examination view. Multiple items can be contained. 

9 Name After 

Inspect 

A new name to be displayed after the item has been 

examined by the player. Some items are vaguer and 

should display a more specific name upon 

examination.  

10 Remove After 

Puzzle Solve 

This boolean value determines if the item should be 

removed from the players inventory when its 

corresponding puzzle component is solved. Typically, 

items for which there is no longer any use should be 

removed to declutter the inventory. 

11 Combinable 

Items 

A list of suitable items for combination. For example, a 

battery and a flashlight would be a valid pair. 
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12 Combination 

Result 

Determines which item should be given to the player 

upon successful combination of two items. 

13 World Object 

Static 

Which static mesh the item should use in the game 

world. Typically, this mesh should be less detailed 

and simpler for the sake of performance optimization. 

14 Inventory Object 

Static 

Which static mesh the item should use in the 

inventory. This mesh is higher quality, since the player 

can see it up close. 

15 Inventory Object 

Skeletal 

Determines which skeletal mesh the item should use 

instead of a static mesh. Skeletal meshes support 

animation. 

16 Collider Radius Determines the size of the item’s interaction area in 

the game world. Some items are too small for the 

player to spot otherwise. 

17 Inventory 

Transform 

Allows the inventory mesh pivot offset and rotation to 

be changed. Some items are visually more pleasing 

when they are upscaled and slightly rotated.  

 

 

The base item class also contains several key functions that are used by most 

child item blueprints on a regular basis. 

 

6.3.1 Puzzle Solve 
 
The item parent class has an event that every child item inherits, called 

PuzzleSolve. This event gets called when the items puzzle components get 

successfully solved, as the name suggests. This event by default does nothing 

on the parent but should be configured on each child blueprint to perform item 

specific tasks, such as rewarding the player with new items, playing animations, 

sounds and visual effects upon solved puzzles. 
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6.3.2 Item Pickup 
 
If an item can be picked up from the game world when the player is close 

enough and looking at it, a text indicator will be displayed above the item 

advising the player what would happen if they decide to interact with it, as 

shown in figure 11. In case of standard items, the text is defaulted simply to 

‘Pickup’. The item then gets removed from the game world and placed in the 

players inventory. In addition, BP_ModelViewer might perform a pickup 

sequence, displaying the item more closely with a short description (exposed 

variable nr.2)  and the item’s name (exposed variable nr.1) if the player has not 

come across said item earlier. (Figure 8.) 

 

 
Figure 11. Player looking at an item that they are able to pick up. 
 

6.3.3 Equip, Unequip and Use 
 
Some items have the ability to be equipped and unequipped by the player, in 

either left or right hand, as shown in figure 12. Each of such items can be also 

controlled by the player or used to preform various actions in the game world 

once equipped. The BP_Item parent class contains event called UseHeld that 

the child blueprints might need if they were configured to perform an action if 

the player so desires. Deciding which hands item the event gets called in 

depends on the players input via the character controller blueprint. Left- and 

right-hand items are bound to different buttons. For example, the player can 
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attempt to ignite their lighter by pressing the input key bound to ToggleLight and 

the key bound to Action uses the remote when its pointed at a viable target. 

 

 
Figure 12. Player holding a lighter in their left hand and a TV remote in their 
right. 
 

6.3.4 Points of Interest and Puzzle Components 
 
The item parent class also contains the code necessary to populate the mesh of 

the item with points of interest (POI) and puzzle components 

(BP_PuzzleComponent). Although every item doesn’t utilize points of interest or 

puzzle components, it was important to make setting them up as simple as a 

process as possible. Exposed variable nr. 7 (PuzzleComponent) determines 

which puzzle component to use. The inventory system in the end would be used 

by non-programmers and instead by artists and game designers. The decision 

was made to use pre-existing systems in Unreal Engine 4 that they already 

knew how to operate. Instead of having to configure the transform of each POI 

and puzzle component manually via blueprints, Unreal Engines socket system 

was used. A function was created in the BP_Item parent class to find all sockets 

that contain the keyword ‘POI’ and ‘Puzzle’ from the mesh assigned to the item. 
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Figure 13.  Socket named ‘POI_Pickup_01’ in the mesh of the letter item. 
 
When the POI socket name also has the keyword ‘pickup’ in it, it means that it 

would automatically give the player a new item upon interaction, which is 

configured in each of the items exposed ContainedItems variable (nr.8). Having 

the keyword in the sockets name would skip any attempt of triggering the puzzle 

component view, which was the default behavior when interacting with a POI. 

 
Figure 14. Letter item being examined. Eye icon indicating that a point of 

interest (POI) has been found and it can be interacted with. 
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6.3.5 Example Item (Letter) 
 
After a new child item has been created from the parent BP_Item, the child 

needs to be configured before it can be used in-game. Below we can see an 

example setup of a simple envelope letter item. (Figure 14.) However, the item 

in question has been configured to use a skeletal mesh instead in the inventory, 

since only skeletal meshes support bone animation Unreal Engine 4. An 

animation is configured to play on the mesh upon player interaction with the 

POI. (Figure 13.) When the player has interacted with the POI of the letter, they 

are given the contents configured in ContainedItems variable (nr.8) of the item. 

In this case, BP_Item_PostCard. 

 

 
Figure 15. Exposed attributes of BP_Item and configuration of child class 

BP_Item_Letter. 

 

 
6.4 Puzzle Component Parent Class 
 
Since every puzzle component is unique and different, the parent class 

BP_PuzzleComponent primarily contains functionality for receiving input from 

the player and turning the emissive highlight on and off on a material instance. 

This highlight works as a puzzle component selection indicator for the player. 

The blueprint also has a static mesh component assigned to it, which can be 
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changed for each child blueprint according to the puzzle design and to which 

the highlight material instance is assigned to.  

 

Additionally, the puzzle component parent class supports up to five different 

interaction types depending on the players input, in the form of an Interact 

event. This event gets fired when the player is in the puzzle component view of 

an item and when the player presses the Action key or movement keys on their 

input device. The type of key pressed gets passed to the Interact event, which 

in order triggers the corresponding execution path. This system allows for each 

puzzle component child to be manually configured to perform unique actions 

depending on which of the five interaction types was triggered. 

 

 
Figure 16. Interact event in BP_PuzzleComponent with five possible execution 

paths. 

 

6.4.1 Example Puzzle Component (Briefcase lock) 
 
As I was working on the puzzle component system, I used our briefcase item as 

a base to experiment and develop on, since it was one of the first inventory 

items that the game designer requested to contain a puzzle element. The 

briefcases skeletal mesh was configured to contain a set of sockets, which then 

were used to mark the location where the briefcase lock puzzle components 

were to be spawned. The player has the ability to select a wheel (and thus 

highlighting it), scroll the number wheels up and down, and exit the puzzle 

component view once satisfied with the number combination. The puzzle 

component view could be accessed by examining the briefcase in the inventory, 
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finding the point of interest (POI), and then interacting with it by pressing the 

Action key. 

 

 
Figure 17. One of three number wheels on a briefcase combination lock being 

selected and highlighted. 

 
Once all of the number wheels are aligned accordingly with the correct 

combination, the player has then successfully solved the puzzle. This leads to 

the PuzzleSolve event on the briefcase item (BP_Item_Briefcase) to be fired 

and the unique item specific code being executed. In this case, the briefcase 

unlocks, pops open and gives the player an option to pick up its contents.  

 

 
Figure 18. Contents of the briefcase shown to the player upon solving the 

combination lock puzzle 
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The highlight color of all of the puzzle components can be changed within the 

game menu, in case the player is colorblind and has trouble distinguishing 

between certain colors. In addition, the highlight glow is slowly pulsating in and 

out as well, which makes the selected component more noticeable for the 

visually impaired. 

 
 
6.5 World Puzzle Parent Class 
 
World puzzles are objects that the player can interact with directly in the game 

world by pressing the Action button. Some world puzzles require the player to 

have a specific item(s) in their inventory in order to be successfully interacted 

with. Each world puzzle can be configured to remove the required item upon 

use from the players inventory.  

 

 
Figure 19. Postbox world puzzle displaying various interaction options. 
 
One of the most important features was letting the player know what would 

happen if they were to interact with a world puzzle object. Each puzzle has a 

text component, which is automatically oriented towards the player so that it 

could be read from any angle or direction the player ends up approaching it. 

This, however, turned out to be slightly problematic in some cases where the 

text would intersect with solid geometry and become unreadable. This issue 

was solved by allowing the text to be manually rotated into desired/optimal 

orientation permanently.  
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The world puzzle parent class has a camera component that all of the children 

blueprints inherit as well. The camera in question can be used to change and 

lock the players point of view to match the camera component. (Unreal Engine 

4 Documentation, 2020.)  This allows the game developers to better draw the 

players focus on the interacted world puzzle object and related items. The game 

designer wanted to achieve a more dramatic and cinematic look by changing 

the players view and having control over it. I tested and presented two 

variations for the camera view transitions; fading in and out from black, as well 

as using a smooth transition from the players view to the word puzzle view. The 

game designer preferred a smooth transition. Once the player has entered the 

configured camera view, their character movement and input are restricted for 

the time being by the character controller. 

 
6.5.1 Example World Puzzle (Crank) 
 
One of the world puzzles that needs an item to be used is a simple mechanical 

crank mechanism (BP_WorldPuzzle_Crank). Upon player interaction, the crank 

mechanism world puzzle blueprint checks if the player has the required crank 

item in their inventory (BP_Item_Crank). If so, it removes the item from the 

inventory and triggers a sequence of events. These events transition the 

players point of view to match the view configured in the world puzzle, spawn 

the crank handle mesh in the game world, play an animation on it (insertion and 

turning), and finally followed by triggering a PuzzleSolve event. (Figure20.) In 

this case, a giant gate opens. After the above-mentioned events have 

completed, the players view and free movement is transitioned back to the 

character controller. 
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Figure 20. Crank item being inserted into the world puzzle slot and being 
turned. 
 
 
6.5.2 Example World Puzzle (Payphone) 
 
The payphone world puzzle (BP_WorldPuzzle_Payphone) requires the player to 

have coins (BP_Item_Coin) in their inventory in order to be used. If the player 

has the coins, their view will be changed from the character controller’s camera 

to the payphones camera. After this, the player is given control of the phone’s 

keypad which they must use to dial a correct number, as shown in figure 22. 

Once the operator on the other end of the phone call tells the player to hang up, 

they are rewarded with a new item which appears in the coin return slot of the 

payphone. The pickup of this item in question is handled by the model viewer 

(BP_ModelViewer), by displaying the picked-up item. (Figure 8.) 
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Figure 21. The player’s view before interacting with the payphone and entering 

the world puzzle view. 

 
The payphone puzzle is configured to find all the bones that have a keyword 

‘number’ in their name. These bones are assigned to each of the number pad 

numbers and animated to perform a key press when interacted with. The player 

can then navigate the keypad number selection with the standard movement 

keys and an emissive material instance on the keypad mesh acts as a visual 

indicator for the player. 

 

 
Figure 22. The player’s view after entering world puzzle mode. Current button 

selection highlighted in orange. 
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The highlighted number selection (Figure 22) is also managed by the same 

material instance color parameter as the puzzle component and is pulsating. 

This helps the visually impaired to keep track of their number selection. 

 
 
6.6 Character Controller 
 
Character controller (named FirstPersonCharacterController) is a key part of the 

entire inventory system structure. It is responsible for handling all of the input 

from the player and forwarding it to the correct blueprint actors, such as the 

children of BP_Item and BP_WorldPuzzle. Where the input should be forwarded 

is decided by a custom macro called GetInputTarget, as seen in Figure 23. For 

example, if the player has entered the item examination view, the input target is 

set to ‘Item’ and all other actors will ignore the input from the character 

controller. Player character movement only happens if the InputTarget on the 

character controller is set to PlayerCharacter. 

 
 

 
Figure 23. GetInputTarget macro to direct the flow of blueprint code, depending 

on which component of the game should receive it upon player input. 
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The character controller is where all of the player’s items are stored in an object 

array called Inventory. All other inventory system actors obtain the content 

information of the inventory from the character controller. 

 

A sphere collider component on the FirstPersonCharacterController ensures 

that only items and world puzzles are able to be interacted with when within the 

players field of view and the collider radius. The player does not necessarily 

need to look at an interactable object for them to see the hint text appear on it, 

but instead can just walk close enough so that the collider overlaps the object. 

This collider was implemented due to players walking past key objects and not 

noticing them during playtesting. In an earlier version of the player controller, 

the hint text on interactable objects appeared only when directly being looked at 

by the player, as seen in figure 19 and 11. 

 

 

 

 
7 Conclusions 
 
 
The fact that the game designer sat right behind me was a major time saver. After 

a new feature of the inventory was completed, feedback was immediately 

received by simply handing a controller to him to playtest the new updates. This 

was done several times a week, as I felt like this was an effective way of 

minimizing communication and design errors between me (the gameplay 

programmer) and the gameplay designer.   

 

One of the initial goals was also to release and sell this inventory system package 

on the Unreal Engine 4 Marketplace. This was one of the reasons why the system 

was created using the Blueprint system instead of being written in C++. Using 

Blueprints made the system more accessible to non-programmers (a wider 

audience of game developers), but at the cost of performance, since Blueprints 

are about ten times slower than C++. (Koloska, 2015.) However, the plan to 

release the inventory on the marketplace had to be discarded quite early during 

the development. This was due to the fact that too many of the pre-existing 
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gameplay systems would have to be rewritten to make the inventory system 

modular enough to be used outside of the company. The extra time spent 

rewriting these systems was not within the budget; the deadline was tight, and a 

working product had to be presented to the investors as soon as possible. Had I 

predicted the marketplace portion to be completely cut, I would have requested 

to have the freedom to write some parts of the code in C++ instead. The inventory 

had been specifically tailored to fit the needs of From Ashes Ltd and was deemed 

unfit to be sold to the public via the Unreal Marketplace. 

 

As the project progressed forward, the focus seemed to drift slightly from 

inventory development to developing various general gameplay mechanics as 

well. This was due to constantly evolving requirements set by the game designer 

during prototyping, as well as my inexperience of working on a project of this 

scale without a well thought out end goal. New ideas were thrown around daily. 

For example, just implementing an inventory item quickly led into programming 

the specific puzzle mechanics for the item in question as well and changing it 

again two days later due to design decisions. In some cases, I even took it upon 

myself to animate, model and texture the item meshes to assist with the workload. 

Indie game developers need to wear many hats when working in a small studio 

with limited resources. In hindsight, there should have been more separation 

between the development of the inventory and gameplay mechanics outside the 

inventory. 

 

Overall the end result received praises from my co-workers and every feature that 

was requested was implemented. Even with the game designer’s limited 

knowledge of programming with Blueprints in Unreal Engine 4, they were now 

able to quickly create new items and puzzles for the game without the assistance 

of a programmer. In fact, I requested the game designer contact me if any 

problems arise after my departure from the company. After a month of radio 

silence, I contacted them and inquired about the state of the inventory; they had 

not come across a single issue. The project was completed in time to be 

presented to the investors. 
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